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PROVolitans - The Gold Standard of Biotope Lighting

PROVolitans has spent a decade listening to curators and other professionals - tirelessly improving 

our technology in order to provide the most stable and natural light solutions for all animal habitats.

With our superior durability and capability to endlessly modify our products, we have earned the 

reputation of being a lifetime partner. 

 

Following the footsteps of our name , VOLITANS , the lionfish, we have evolved to be the 

survivors of, not only our own habitat, but also those that needed to be changed. 

When we started with reef tanks more than 10 years ago, we could have only imagined 

the challenges that we face today in zoos, winter gardens, tropicariums and even 

commercial farming. 

We are fundamentally different than our competitors as we do not settle, 

but instead keep innovating, developing, and have our loyalty firmly 

with the customer. 

We dare to speak for long life-time, and we are happy to 

sell "only once", fighting against throw-away ideology. 

We design, develop, and build everything in-house. 

This means that we need to think long-term and 

environmentally.

PROVolitans means perfection,

and perfection is made by hand.
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LeS® - Light-emitting Surface
Array Lighting Technology™

In the heart of every PROVolitans luminaire beats the Light-emitting Surface, or LeS®. 
It is a revolutionary, next generation of lighting: one step further beyond LED, and similar 
to HQI or MHI. It is a component that produces vast amounts of high quality light without 
compromises, combining the superiority of traditional lighting fixtures with the lifetime and 
operational stability of modern technology.

LeS® is the result of over a decades worth of research based on feedback from the world’s 
leading biologists. This technology was created for those in need - as in the Nordics, 
where we come from, natural light is precious and sparse. 

Through the use of advanced composite materials, a patented heat management system, 
and a deep understanding of the needs that are present in every artificial animal habitat, 
LeS® delivers what hasn’t been before, the closest representation of natural sunlight to 
date, including infrared radiation in some of our projects.

A richer, more vibrant array of spectrums, delivered from compact and robust lighting 
fixtures is what every facility has been hoping for. The suitability of our products even the 
most demanding biological installations and species imaginable has been proved 
- and the research keeps piling up from institutions all over the world. 

PROVolitans does not only provide light, like every lighting company in the world.
We provide the energy that nature demands. 

This ideology, combined with the LeS® technology, gives facilities endless possibilities to 
utilize light like never before.
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5000 K

2700 K

20 000 K

175 lm/W

165 lm/W

220 lm/W

+75°C

0 °C

-65 °C

200 0000 h

0 h

+105°C

- 65°C

+105 °C

Extremely reliable magnetically
suspended rotor, FRMB™ method

Extra silent with Blackbird airfoil
shaped blades in an optimal angle

Anti-dust airflow prevents the dust
accumulation. DAFP reverse™ protection.

Patented heat transfer profile of 
anodized, high density aluminum.

Our heat transfer system is efficient, fail-proof, 
and silent. All components are protected against 
environmental hazards, and the entire luminaire is 
water washable. 

Designed to last.

Borosilicate glass lenses 

Silicone sealant

PROVolitans Aluminum reflector,
mono mirror with 98.5% light reflection

Aluminum reflector holder with spring
mounting. 

Array LeS® light source

Nominal efficacy 178lm/W

Synthetic graphite thermal interface pad

Thermal Conductivity 1200W/mK

LeS® - Light-emitting Surface
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ADL® - Adaptive Dynamic Lighting

The intensity of sunlight increases in the morning, varies throughout the day, and dims 
down in the evening. Some organisms also benefit from accurate moonlight simulation.

PROVolitans has developed the Adaptive Dynamic Lighting system, that is able to accurately
replicate the diurnal cycle of light that is hard coded into every living creature.
We call this system ADL® - Adaptive Dynamic Lighting.

The spectrum of sunlight contains different frequencies that living organisms have uniquely
evolved to utilize in a myriad of ways. Due to the inherent qualities of the LeS® light source, 
PROVolitans has created a combination of three white light spectra that, when combined, 
provide a perfect array of whites that accurately mimic the different the natural shades.

The most recognized Additive Color Model is RGB, and the 
combination of these three produces white - but this only 
holds true for human eyes. The cone dispersion in the human 
retina makes the light appear white, where animals experience 
it very differently.

(2700K - 6500K)

ADL® Full Spectrum System

Similarly, with white light, it is never possible
to achieve full spectrum by only using 2700K
and 6500K.

By adding an intermediary 5000K spectrum,
the ADL® system ensures a full, vibrant spectrum that humans and animals alike can thrive in.

Equally important to a natural spectrum is how the light is controlled.
Typically, our light controlling is managed with DMX512, which enables true stepless dimming 
across the entire voltage range. 
Being able to deliver flicker-free controlling, even at the smallest fraction of light, is crucial.

The ADL® may prove to be useful in research projects of seasonal breeders as well in the 
conservation work of light-sensitive species.

Individual Sunlight Timer®  
Unique possibilities with LeS® 
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Logarithmic dimming

Unique possibilities with LeS® 

Dimming of the luminaires often plays an important role in biotope installations. The dimming 
capabilities of lighting system do not only refer to the event of dimming-itself, but, reversed, also 
affect the way how luminaires are ramped up to their full intensity when system is powered. 

Speaking in biotope-terms, the dimming capabilities of the lighting fixtures directly affect on the 
overall capability to accurately simulate dusk and dawn in the exhibits.
 
The accurate dimming capabilities come into play with such exhibits and/or animals, that require 
lots of attention to light. This would include for example nocturnal animals or animals that are light 
sensitive in other ways -such as animals who activate at sunset or who´s breeding behavior is 
governed by lighting cycles. It is particularly important to understand that for many animals the 
brightness of the day is very insignificant, whereas the first (or last) lumens of the day play the 
most important role for setting their internal circadian rhythm. 

Typically HQI and other high-output luminaires, as well as even the modern light sources, 
such as LED, lack the capability to work on the lowest light settings. 

LeS® offers limitless capabilities to work on these regions and that makes it an excellent tool for 
high quality exhibits as well as for scientific research.  
Dusk and dawn are not linear events. Anyone watching sunset or sunrise has experienced this 
first hand: in the evening darkness seems to come very fast and in the morning the first light of 
the day is long, but quickly then transformed to full light. 

Scientific research has been able to demonstrate, that our visual system has also adapted to prefer 
this type of logarithmic light attenuation -and we have no reason to believe otherwise for the animals! 
With LeS®-lighting it is possible to replicate this phenomena and open completely new doors in 
animal wellbeing and research.
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Spectrums - Whites
2400 Warm White 
This spectrum is 2400 K warm white. 
Considerably high PAR with combination of red 
wavelengths.
Recommended for tropical exhibits, lush vegetative, 
and muddy river biotopes.

Color temperature 2400 K 
PAR 650 μmol (s·m²)*

3000 Sunburst White 
This spectrum is around 3000 K pure white. 
Natural, full-spectrum light.
Has high PAR and is suitable for plant growing.
Recommended for planted exhibits, and growing 
macro algae.

Color temperature 3000 K 
PAR 670 μmol (s·m²)* 

5000 Natural White 
This spectrum is 5000K natural white. 
Very natural spectrum, similar to tropical sunlight. 
Has high PAR and is suitable for plant growing. 
Recommended for tropical and fresh water exhibits, 
also paludariums.
 
Color temperature 5000 K 
PAR 740 μmol (s·m²)*

6500 Daylight White 
This spectrum is 6500K daylight white.
Spectrum is very natural, mimicking mid-day sunlight 
with full-spectrum qualities. 
Has high PAR and is reccommended for tropical exhibits,
shallow coral reefs, and fresh water tanks.

Color temperature 6500K 
PAR 800 μmol (s·m²)* 
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AQ8 Deep Blue 
This around 18 000K deep blue spectrum is a great 
addition to reef tanks and deep water exhibits. 
It has a very high PAR and can also be combined 
with white luminaries for colour correction. 

Color temperature 18 000 K 
PAR 650 μmol (s·m²)*

Ultima Blue 
20 000 K unit is like pure deep ocean. 
useful as backdrop lighting in order to create 
feeling of true oceanic depth. 

Color temperature 20 000 K 
PAR 730 μmol (s·m²)* 

Spectrums - Custom

Sometimes even what we have is not enough, and when that is the 
case, we put our team to work extra hard. When tailor-made spectrums 
are required, we can build these from the scratch. 

The possibilities are almost endless, because all light sources are 
manufactured individually and spectrums can be tailored even 
down to 1nm precision. We can also design and deliver filter glasses 
that can be used for light modification when old luminaires need 
refurbishment or when local curatorial team wants to get really artistic.

10000 Crispy White 
This spectrum is around 10 000 kelvins, with added red
wavelengths for colour enhancement. Will bring colour 
to reef tanks and is also suitable for paludariums, even 
with flowering plants.

Color temperature 10 000 K 
PAR 670 μmol (s·m²)* 
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Spectrums - biotope-specific
High energy visible blue light, HEV, 
is present in many modern 
LED-based luminaires. 

HEV has been shown to 
affect the melatonin secretion, 
have deletorious effects on the 
retina and cause behavioural 
issues, just to mention a few. 

Specialized spectrums, and 
spectral filtration is readily 
available for all of our products.

For most biotopes it is also important to 
consider also the natural habitat where 
the animals originate from. 

This is vital to ensure their well being 
and it might also play an important role in 
their breeding and feeding behavior. 

Having the right spectrum gives animals 
for sense of water depth and time of the 
day. One good example are arapaimas, 
that are often portrayed in high kelvin, 
cold white light, which is quite far from 
the murky rivers that they come from. 

When reared under the correct lighting, 
their behaviour changes and their true
colors are brought to life!
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Optics

S ME FWHM 25.6°S  FWHM 29.3°

S ME2* FWHM 10.0°

S2 FWHM 42.4°

W2 FWHM 74.8°W FWHM 54.9°

FWHM = Full Width at Half Maximum
 *  
   the luminaire visually

M2 FWHM 46.6°

XW FWHM 70.6°

15° 15°0° 15° 15°0°15° 15°0°

15° 15°0° 15° 15°0°

15° 15°0°

15° 15°0°

We have the optimal light distribution for any application.

Control

Controlling individual luminaires 
All luminaires are equipped with 
individual timers. With the timer it is 
possible to adjust sunrise and sunset, 
and daylight period. This is especially 
recommended when dealing with 
sensitive animals, that may experience 
stress during sudden light changes.

Controlling set of luminaires
In installations, where several exhibits 
have our luminaires, it is possible to 
purchase control system for adjusting 
the daylight cycles of individual 
luminaires. This makes it easy to 
adjust functions according to changing 
visitor hours, acclimation periods and 
maintenance procedures.

For control options, protocol, dimmer, 
timer, control software and device 
please see the control chapter.

Maintenance

Luminaires are to be cleaned with water or pressurized air. 
All components inside casing are fully protected against surrounding conditions.
Do not remove glass parts for cleaning – just go ahead and wash them  
while they are attached.

water, damp cloth compressed air

15° 15°0°
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Axolotl - subtlety defined

Technical data 20

Power W 20

* lm 3 300

* lm/W 165

Color rendering index CRI/Ra* Ra 85

Light source lifespan* hours 200 000

* for natural white 5000 K

Luminaire control

Luminaire reconnection ms 0.075

Includes Sunlight timer/dimmer % 0–100

Manual control on/off Yes

Optional control devices: GSM, LAN, DMX, DALI Yes

Mechanical data

Protection class IP67

Ambient working temperature, continuous °C -42... +70

Ambient working temperature, short-term °C -45... +105

Warranty Years 5

Maintenance free Yes

Cleaning – allows pressurized water/air Max. bar 2

Ecology: Recyclable material % 100

Weight kg 1.5

Installation

Ceiling, wall, track Yes

Power supply (electronic) class 2, MWHLG

Luminaire current, 232 V AC A 0.09

% 97.2

Voltage range / 50–60Hz V AC 90–305

Power supply protection class IP67

Power supply distance from luminaire m 0–50

30

30

 4  950

165

85

200 000

0.075

0–100

Yes

Yes

IP67

-42... +70

-45... +105

5

Yes

2

100

1.5

Yes

0.13

97.2

90–305

IP67

0–50

40

40

6 660

165

85

200 000

0.075

0–100

Yes

Yes

IP67

-42... +70

-45... +105

5

Yes

2

100

1.5

Yes

0.17

97.2

90–305

IP67

0–50

60 

60

9 600

160

85

200 000

0.075

0–100

Yes

Yes

IP67

-42... +70

-45... +105

5

Yes

2

100

1.5

Yes

0.26

97.2

90–305

IP67

0–50

240 mm

200 mm

Ø 135 mm
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230 mm

115 mm

165 mm

Technical data 120

Power W 120

* lm 19 200

* lm/W 160

Color rendering index CRI/Ra* Ra 85

Light source lifespan* hours 200 000

* for natural white 5000 K

Luminaire control

Luminaire reconnection ms 0.075

Includes Sunlight timer/dimmer % 0–100

Manual control on/off Yes

Optional control devices: GSM, LAN, DMX, DALI Yes

Mechanical data

Protection class IP67

Ambient working temperature, continuous °C -42... +70

Ambient working temperature, short-term °C -45... +105

Warranty Years 5

Maintenance free Yes

Cleaning – allows pressurized water/air Max. bar 2

Ecology: Recyclable material % 100

Weight kg 2.4

Installation

Ceiling, wall, track Yes

Power supply (electronic) class 2, MWHLG

Luminaire current, 232 V AC A 0.52 

% 97.2

Voltage range / 50–60Hz V AC 90–305

Power supply protection class IP67

Power supply distance from luminaire m 0–30

Ocelot - the little giant
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Reference
Project name
Bahrain Aquarium, 
Mall of Dilmunia, Bahrain

Project details
17m tall cylinder tank.
Customer also required fittings to be 
installed several meters the water surface, 
in recessed ceiling structure.

Ocelot 120W w/ custom optics and
honey comb glare protectors were installed
with spectacular results, and the lowest
possible power consumption.
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Technical data 168 240

Power W 168 240

* lm 27 720 37 200

* lm/W 165 155

Color rendering index CRI/Ra* Ra 85 85

Light source lifespan* hours 200 000 200 000

* for natural white 5000 K

Luminaire control

Luminaire reconnection ms 0.075 0.075

Includes Sunlight timer/dimmer % 0–100 0–100

Manual control on/off Yes Yes

Optional control devices: GSM, LAN, DMX, DALI Yes Yes

Mechanical data

Protection class IP67 IP67

Ambient working temperature, continuous °C -42... +70 -42... +70

Ambient working temperature, short-term °C -45... +105 -45... +105

Warranty Years 5 5

Maintenance free Yes Yes

Cleaning – allows pressurized water/air Max bar 2 2

Ecology: Recyclable material % 100 100

Weight kg 4.3 6.85

Installation

Roof, wall, track, cable suspension Yes Yes

Power supply (electronic) class 2, MWHLG

Luminaire current, 232 V AC A 0.72 1.04 

% 97.2 97.2

Voltage range / 50–60Hz V AC 90–305 90–305

Power supply protection class IP65/IP67 IP65/IP67

Power supply distance from luminaire m 0–30 0–30

154 mm 154 mm

245 mm
245 mm

175 mm
300 mm

Orcinis 2 - twice as nice 

Driver mounted
inside luminaire 
shell

Driver mounted
outside luminaire 
shell
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Reference
Project name
Paragraph Hotel Resort & Spa
Shekvetili, Georgia

Project description
In 2017, PROVolitans was asked to 
design, construct and commission a 
bespoke lighting solution for a new 
hotel and spa that was to open on 
the coast of the Black Sea. 

Intricate controlling and special 
effects were specified, as the client 
wanted to create an unforgettable 
experience for the visitors that 
varies subtly across the day. 

Tank depth is 4m and its volume is 
700.000 litres. It houses different 
sharks and rays and features also 
event lighting, cloud simulation and 
moonlight, that moves across the 
tank during night.
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280 mm 420 mm305 mm
305 mm

197 mm

197 mm

Technical data 4 6

Power W 480 720

* lm 74 400 111 600

* lm/W 155 155

Color rendering index CRI/Ra* Ra 85 85

Light source lifespan* hours 200 000 200 000

* for natural white 5000 K

Luminaire control

Luminaire reconnection ms 0.075 0.075

Includes Sunlight timer/dimmer % 0–100 0–100

Manual control on/off Yes Yes

Optional control devices: GSM, LAN, DMX, DALI Yes Yes

Control devices: DMX, DALI, 0–10 V Yes Yes

Mechanical data

Protection class IP67 IP67

Ambient working temperature, continuous °C -42... +70 -42... +70

Ambient working temperature, short-term °C -45... +105 -45... +105

Warranty Years 5 5

Maintenance free Yes Yes

Cleaning – allows pressurized water/air Max bar 2 2

Ecology: Recyclable material % 100 100

Weight kg 11.6 17.4

Installation

Roof, wall, track, cable suspension Yes Yes

Power supply (electronic) class 2, MWHLG

Luminaire current, 232 V AC A 2.08 3.13

% 97.2 97.2

Voltage range / 50–60Hz V AC 90–305 90–305

Power supply protection class IP65/IP67 IP65/IP67

Orcinis 4 & 6 - raw power
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Reference
Project partner
Universeum, Gothenburg

Project details
PROVolitans has been working with 
Universeum for more than 5 years, 
lighting up their main ocean tank and 
several others as well.  
Currently working on updating the 
lighting of their entire rainforest 
building. For client the good, 
consistent growth of plants has 
played an important role, together 
with the possibility to control the 
luminaires individually.
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Otarion - fully submersible
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Technical data 40 80 100 120

Power W 40 80 100 120

lm 6 400 12 800 16 000 19 200

160 160 160 160

Ra 85 85 85 85

Hours 200 000 200 000 200 000 200 000

Luminaire control

ms

% 0–100 0–100 0–100 0–100

V 0–10 0–10 0–10 0–10

Mechanical data

°C

°C

5 5 5 5

2 2 2 2

% 100 100 100 100

Installation

Power supply (electronic) class 2, MWHLG

A

%

V AC 90–305 90–305 90–305 90–305

IP67 IP67 IP67 IP67

m

IP68 IP68 IP68 IP68

Surface mount or inside installation frame (cast in cement)

Control devices: GSM, LAN, DALI, DMX

0 - 50 0 - 50 0 - 50 0 - 50



Reference
Project partner
European Zoo

Project description
As above, so below.
PROVolitans has delivered the first
modern underwater lighting solutions 
for a Steller sea lion exhibit, newly 
renovated in a historic European Zoo.

With the new Otarion luminarie series,
PROVolitans can offer unique lighting
solutions even below the water surface!
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OEM Projects
Project partner
Snow Panda Habitat at Ähtäri Zoo, Finland

Project description
Architectural requirements, weight restrictions due 
to limited installation possibilities, absolute 
requirement for flicker-free and safe broad spectrum 
light combined with step less dimming and 
biotope-correct spectrum were only some of the 
challenges that PROVolitans faced in this project. 
Those, and the shear fact that luminaires could not 
be serviced for the next 10 years and that they'd 
gave to be part of the other building automation 
infra led our team to design completely new product 
for this OEM-project.
PROVolitans delivered, and Ähtäri Snow Panda Zoo i
s now part of international breeding research of the 
giant Pandas. The tools that we delivered allow the 
local team to study the possible intricate connection 
between lighting and hormonal cycles and further i
ncrease the knowledge upon the significance of 
light to animal wellbeing and natural behavior.
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Accessories
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We design and offer luminaires and control
systems for all internationally recognized protocols, 
including, but not limited to DMX512, RDM, DALI, KNX, 
0-10V, PWM, ArtNet etc.



General
Luminaries are easy to install. All product models are always equipped with installation arm, which makes 
it possible to mount the fittings directly to the ceiling, cable trays, walls, maintenance bridges, or beams. 
Installation arm makes adjustments easy and versatile. Fittings are not as heavy as traditional metal halide 
luminaries, and are much smaller in size.

Suspension
Many facilities prefer to install luminaries with suspension cables. PROVolitans also sell 
stainless steel wire and chain suspension. 

Cabling & Drivers
Luminaries are delivered with 3m power cord (plug-and-play), unless otherwise specified 
at order.

Additional Information
For facilities that have very limited technical space available for luminaries, PROVolitans 
can provide solutions upon request.
PROVolitans luminaries can also be built to tolerate contact with water surface, if needed.

Important: Do not obstruct the air flow of luminarie.

Make sure to confirm your AC voltage on order.

Low-voltage and PELV (protective extra low voltage) versions available upon quest for all 
PROVolitans luminarie series.

FAQ
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Control Systems
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Typically, PROVolitans products are plug-and-play, which makes it easy and fast to start using them.
Most of our clients do not want to spend time programming and adjusting luminaries.
However, in some exhibits further adjustments are required and it is not enough to have luminaries
with just on-off timers.

We provide luminaries with the following control protocols:

 • DALI
 • DMX
 • PWM
 • KNX
 • SCADA
 • 0-10V

We can manufacture luminaries that can be added to your existing control system.
We also design, build, and supply full controlling systems. In that case, we will help the customer to
choose the most appropriate protocol for their needs, based on project scale and desired functions.
Please note that control protocol must be defined in the purchase order.
Different control protocols required protocol specific drivers and changes afterwards require shipping
back luminaries to PROVolitans for adjustment.

LeS® light sources in PROVolitans luminaries are unique in terms of dimming.
They are 100% dimmable and can also be used for extremely realistic day light simulations.
If the biotope has special requirements in terms of natural day light cycle, or if the exhibit is used for 
scientific research, we recommend containg our DMX design studio for further assistance.

We also offer commissioning & installation surveillance for projects where there is no margin for error.
Additionally, all control systems designed and built by PROVolitans are always sold with commissioning
service. Commissioning gives the possibility to ensure the quality of installation work on-site and 
enables the extended PROVolitans warranty to apply for the control system, as well.



Malmö Aquarium
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Project partner
Malmö Aquarium, Sweden

Project details
All 64 exhibits, both aquatic
and terrariums, are equipped
with PROVolitans luminaries.

Since installation in early 2015,
none of the units have been
replaced, and their growth rate
for the corals have improved
significantly.

The desert plants have also 
repsonded well to the light.

PROVolitans family member since 2015



Project partner
Skansen, Sweden

Project details
As one of the first members of the
PROVolitans family, the aquarium at the 
historial open-air museum ”Skansen” in 
Stockholm have been trusting us to 
provide lighting solutions for their live 
coral tanks. With their first installation 
already six years old, without 
disappointment, they decided to let the 
Ocelots light the way in 2019. 
The customer wanted
a more natural looking coral reef, and
we happily obliged.

Pictured below on the right is how 
the tank looked in 2013, and above
it is 2019.

Noticable decrease in amount of 
coralline algae, and significant savings 
on both lighting, and cooling of the 
limited technical space. 

Skansen Aquarium
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PROVolitans family member since 2013



Bergianska Botanical Garden
Project partner
Bergianska Botanical Garden,
Stockholm

Project details
Initial testing of LeS® technology
for the botanical greenhouse.
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PROVolitans family member since 2020



Budapest Zoo
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Project partner
Budapest Zoo, Hungary

Project details
Renovated main tank,
showcasing Stegostoma
fasciatum lit with 120W
Ocelot luminaries.

PROVolitans family member since 2018



Haga Ocean Aquarium
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PROVolitans family member since 2013.



Paragraph Hotel&Resort
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PROVolitans family member since 2018



Universeum Aquarium
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PROVolitans family member since 2014



Baltic Sea Science Center
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PROVolitans family member since 2013.



Havets Hus Aquarium
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PROVolitans family member since 2016



Sea Life Helsinki
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PROVolitans family member since 2012



Project partner
Tropikariet, Helsingborg 

Project description
Exchanging 400W HQI with 
120W LeS® and achieving 
faster growth rate and 
significantly decreased
algae presence in this beautiful
tank that features both live 
corals and black tip reef sharks.

Project partner
Basel Zoo, Switzerland

Project description
The search for the perfect white
light has been one of the focal 
points of PROVolitans R&D, as
many aquarists strive to 
achieve as natural exhibits as 
possible. PROVolitans’ LeS® 
manages to deliver the widest
natural spectrum on the market.

Live Coral Exhibits
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Live Coral Exhibits
Project partner
Malmö Aquarium, Sweden

Project details
When Malmö aquarium was 
completely rebuilt in 2015, 
the aim for them was to find 
one lighting manufacturer for 
all of their exhibits in order to 
simplify the maintenance and 
the overall process of lighting 
design. 
Key concept in all aquariums 
and paludariums was to have 
everything real, including all 
plants and corals. 
PROVolitans was chosen for 
all 64 exhibits, including their 
beautiful reef tank.

Project partner
Särkänniemi Aquarium, Finland

Project details
This historical public aquarium 
was opened in 1969, which 
makes it the oldest in Finland. 
It is also the oldest member 
of the PROVolitans family. 
In 2009, they partnered with us 
and their reef tanks became our 
first public aquarium installation. 
They were able to prove that the 
technology worked and 
simultaneously saved energy. 
It also eased their issues with 
heat during the summer season. 
Same units are still up and running, 
and the partnership extended over 
the years to other exhibits as well.
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PROVolitans ltd.
Professional biotope lighting
Tuottajantie 27
FI-60100 Seinajoki, Finland
akiliina.olkkola@provolitans.com
Tel. +358 50 3511 701
VAT FI23762390

info@provolitans.com


